IIBA's KnowledgeHub is a brand-new online destination with actionable business analysis content. The KnowledgeHub provides IIBA Members with online, searchable access to the BABOK® Guide and community-driven content, such as relevant “how do I“ scenarios, templates, videos, checklists, and infographics that can be applied to everyday business analysis practices.

“How-To” Insights in Real-Time
IIBA’s KnowledgeHub features include:
• A dynamic, engaging, and relevant BABOK® Guide experience.
• Robust navigation and menu design.
• Intuitive predictive search functionality and more!

Community-Driven Content
IIBA’s KnowledgeHub provides valuable community-driven content such as “how do I” scenarios contributed by leading business analysis professionals. “How do I” Scenarios topics range from capturing key requirements, to understanding business processes, to identifying needs, and describing user system interactions.

Practical Tips & Tools When You Need It
IIBA’s KnowledgeHub provides a seamless and robust way to engage with IIBA’s standards plus, valuable tips, tools, and templates.

Member Exclusive Access
IIBA Membership gives you exclusive access to IIBA’s KnowledgeHub.

Not yet a Member? Join today to become a Member of IIBA and start experiencing all the benefits!

Visit IIBA.org/AccessToAnalysis to learn more.